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The Anatomy of Fascism
"A humorous book about history's worst plagues from the Antonine Plague, to
leprosy, to polio and the heroes who fought them In 1518, in a small town in
France, Frau Troffea began dancing and didn't stop. She danced herself to her
death six days later, and soon thirty-four more villagers joined her. Then more. In a
month more than 400 people had died from the mysterious dancing plague. In latenineteenth-century England an eccentric gentleman founded the No Nose Club in
his gracious townhome a social club for those who had lost their noses, and other
body parts, to the plague of syphilis for which there was then no cure. And in turnof-the-century New York, an Irish cook caused two lethal outbreaks of typhoid
fever, a case that transformed her into the notorious Typhoid Mary and led to
historic medical breakthroughs. Throughout time, humans have been terrified and
fascinated by the plagues they've suffered from. Get Well Soon delivers the
gruesome, morbid details of some of the worst plagues in human history, as well
as stories of the heroic figures who fought to ease their suffering. With her
signature mix of in-depth research and upbeat storytelling, and not a little dark
humor, Jennifer Wright explores history's most gripping and deadly outbreaks."--

Colonial Entanglement
Chief Justice John Marshall argued that a constitution "requires that only its great
outlines should be marked [and] its important objects designated." Ours is
"intended to endure for ages to come, and consequently, to be adapted to the
various crises of human affairs." In recent years, Marshall's great truths have been
challenged by proponents of originalism and strict construction. Such legal thinkers
as Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia argue that the Constitution must be
construed and applied as it was when the Framers wrote it. In Keeping Faith with
the Constitution, three legal authorities make the case for Marshall's vision. They
describe their approach as "constitutional fidelity"--not to how the Framers would
have applied the Constitution, but to the text and principles of the Constitution
itself. The original understanding of the text is one source of interpretation, but not
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the only one; to preserve the meaning and authority of the document, to keep it
vital, applications of the Constitution must be shaped by precedent, historical
experience, practical consequence, and societal change. The authors range across
the history of constitutional interpretation to show how this approach has been the
source of our greatest advances, from Brown v. Board of Education to the New
Deal, from the Miranda decision to the expansion of women's rights. They delve
into the complexities of voting rights, the malapportionment of legislative districts,
speech freedoms, civil liberties and the War on Terror, and the evolution of checks
and balances. The Constitution's framers could never have imagined DNA, global
warming, or even women's equality. Yet these and many more realities shape our
lives and outlook. Our Constitution will remain vital into our changing future, the
authors write, if judges remain true to this rich tradition of adaptation and fidelity.

Organizing the Lakota
From 2004 to 2006 the Osage Nation conducted a contentious governmental
reform process in which sharply differing visions arose over the new government's
goals, the Nation's own history, and what it means to be Osage. The primary
debates were focused on biology, culture, natural resources, and sovereignty.
Osage anthropologist Jean Dennison documents the reform process in order to
reveal the lasting effects of colonialism and to illuminate the possibilities for
indigenous sovereignty. In doing so, she brings to light the many complexities of
defining indigenous citizenship and governance in the twenty-first century. By
situating the 2004-6 Osage Nation reform process within its historical and current
contexts, Dennison illustrates how the Osage have creatively responded to
continuing assaults on their nationhood. A fascinating account of a nation in the
midst of its own remaking, Colonial Entanglement presents a sharp analysis of how
legacies of European invasion and settlement in North America continue to affect
indigenous people's views of selfhood and nationhood.

Roots of Our Renewal
**The instant New York Times bestseller.** *An international bestseller.* “Hugely
impressive, a major work.”—NPR A pioneering and groundbreaking work of
narrative nonfiction that offers a dramatic new perspective on the history of
humankind, showing how through millennia, the mosquito has been the single
most powerful force in determining humanity’s fate Why was gin and tonic the
cocktail of choice for British colonists in India and Africa? What does Starbucks
have to thank for its global domination? What has protected the lives of popes for
millennia? Why did Scotland surrender its sovereignty to England? What was
George Washington's secret weapon during the American Revolution? The answer
to all these questions, and many more, is the mosquito. Across our planet since the
dawn of humankind, this nefarious pest, roughly the size and weight of a grape
seed, has been at the frontlines of history as the grim reaper, the harvester of
human populations, and the ultimate agent of historical change. As the mosquito
transformed the landscapes of civilization, humans were unwittingly required to
respond to its piercing impact and universal projection of power. The mosquito has
determined the fates of empires and nations, razed and crippled economies, and
decided the outcome of pivotal wars, killing nearly half of humanity along the way.
She (only females bite) has dispatched an estimated 52 billion people from a total
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of 108 billion throughout our relatively brief existence. As the greatest purveyor of
extermination we have ever known, she has played a greater role in shaping our
human story than any other living thing with which we share our global village.
Imagine for a moment a world without deadly mosquitoes, or any mosquitoes, for
that matter? Our history and the world we know, or think we know, would be
completely unrecognizable. Driven by surprising insights and fast-paced
storytelling, The Mosquito is the extraordinary untold story of the mosquito’s reign
through human history and her indelible impact on our modern world order.

Indigenous Sovereignty in the 21st Century
A critical exploration of how modernity and progress were imposed on the people
and land of rural South Dakota The Rosebud Country, comprising four counties in
rural South Dakota, was first established as the Rosebud Indian Reservation in
1889 to settle the Sicangu Lakota. During the first two decades of the twentieth
century, white homesteaders arrived in the area and became the majority
population. Today, the population of Rosebud Country is nearly evenly divided
between Indians and whites. In Power and Progress on the Prairie, Thomas Biolsi
traces how a variety of governmental actors, including public officials, bureaucrats,
and experts in civil society, invented and applied ideas about modernity and
progress to the people and the land. Through a series of case studies—programs to
settle “surplus” Indian lands, to “civilize” the Indians, to “modernize” white
farmers, to find strategic sites for nuclear missile silos, and to extend voting rights
to Lakota people—Biolsi examines how these various “problems” came into focus
for government experts and how remedies were devised and implemented.
Drawing on theories of governmentality derived from Michel Foucault, Biolsi
challenges the idea that the problems identified by state agents and the solutions
they implemented were inevitable or rational. Rather, through fine-grained analysis
of the impact of these programs on both the Lakota and white residents, he reveals
that their underlying logic was too often arbitrary and devastating.

Indians and Anthropologists
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a child, Elie Wiesel was sent to the Nazi
concentration camps at Auschwitz and Buchenwald. This is his account of that
atrocity: the ever-increasing horrors he endured, the loss of his family and his
struggle to survive in a world that stripped him of humanity, dignity and faith.
Describing in simple terms the tragic murder of a people from a survivor's
perspective, Night is among the most personal, intimate and poignant of all
accounts of the Holocaust. A compelling consideration of the darkest side of human
nature and the enduring power of hope, it remains one of the most important
works of the twentieth century. New translation by Marion Wiesel, with a new
introduction by Elie Wiesel.

To Right Historical Wrongs
They Treated Us Just Like Indians
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Studies how women in a reservation economy have creatively responded to federal
policy.

Cases and Materials on Federal Indian Law
American Indian Sovereignty and Law: An Annotated Bibliography covers a wide
variety of topics and includes sources dealing with federal Indian policy, federal
and tribal courts, criminal justice, tribal governance, religious freedoms, economic
development, and numerous sub-topics related to tribal and individual rights. While
primarily focused on the years 1900 to the present, many sources are included
that focus on the 19th century or earlier. The annotations included in this reference
will help researchers know enough about the arguments and contents of each
source to determine its usefulness. Whenever a clear central argument is made in
an article or book, it is stated in the entry, unless that argument is made implicit
by the title of that entry. Each annotation also provides factual information about
the primary topic under discussion. In some cases, annotations list topics that
compose a significant portion of an author's discussion but are not obvious from
the title of the entry. American Indian Sovereignty and Law will be extremely useful
in both studying Native American topics and researching current legal and political
actions affecting tribal sovereignty.

Fallout
International Bestseller "An amazing, informative book that changes our
perspective on medicine, microbes and our future." --Siddhartha Mukherjee, MD,
New York Times bestselling author of The Emperor of All Maladies A New York
Times bestselling author shares this exhilarating story of cutting-edge science and
the race against the clock to find new treatments in the fight against the antibioticresistant bacteria known as superbugs. Physician, researcher, and ethics professor
Matt McCarthy is on the front lines of a groundbreaking clinical trial testing a new
antibiotic to fight lethal superbugs, bacteria that have built up resistance to the lifesaving drugs in our rapidly dwindling arsenal. This trial serves as the backdrop for
the compulsively readable Superbugs, and the results will impact nothing less than
the future of humanity. Dr. McCarthy explores the history of bacteria and
antibiotics, from Alexander Fleming's discovery of penicillin, to obscure sources of
innovative new medicines (often found in soil samples), to the cutting-edge DNA
manipulation known as CRISPR, bringing to light how we arrived at this juncture of
both incredible breakthrough and extreme vulnerability. We also meet the patients
whose lives are hanging in the balance, from Remy, a teenager with a dangerous
and rare infection, to Donny, a retired New York City firefighter with a
compromised immune system, and many more. The proverbial ticking clock will
keep readers on the edge of their seats. Can Dr. McCarthy save the lives of his
patients infected with the deadly bacteria, who have otherwise lost all hope?

The Perfect Predator
Where previous studies have focused primarily upon drinking styles among Indian
populations, Beatrice Medicine develops an indigenous model for the analysis of
alcohol abuse, promoting a tribal-specific approach to addiction. This new
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ethnography of the Lakota examines patterns of alcohol consumption and
strategies by individuals to achieve sobriety. Her book is essential for medical
anthropologists and health professionals concerned with Native American health
issues and alcohol abuse.

Bomb
The Banff–Bow Valley in western Alberta is the heart of spiritual and economic life
for the Nakoda peoples. While they were displaced from the region by the reserve
system and the creation of Canada’s first national park, in the twentieth century
the Nakoda reasserted their presence in the valley through involvement in regional
tourism economies and the Banff Indian Days sporting festivals. Drawing on
extensive oral testimony from the Nakoda, supplemented by detailed analysis of
archival and visual records, Spirits of the Rockies is a sophisticated account of the
situation that these Indigenous communities encountered when they were denied
access to the Banff National Park. Courtney W. Mason examines the power
relations and racial discourses that dominated the eastern slopes of the Canadian
Rocky Mountains and shows how the Nakoda strategically used the Banff Indian
Days festivals to gain access to sacred lands and respond to colonial policies
designed to repress their cultures.

Sex, Love, Race
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2020 New York Times bestselling author
Lesley M.M. Blume reveals how one courageous American reporter uncovered one
of the deadliest cover-ups of the 20th century—the true effects of the atom
bomb—potentially saving millions of lives. Just days after the United States
decimated Hiroshima and Nagasaki with nuclear bombs, the Japanese surrendered
unconditionally. But even before the surrender, the US government and military
had begun a secret propaganda and information suppression campaign to hide the
devastating nature of these experimental weapons. The cover-up intensified as
Occupation forces closed the atomic cities to Allied reporters, preventing leaks
about the horrific long-term effects of radiation which would kill thousands during
the months after the blast. For nearly a year the cover-up worked—until New
Yorker journalist John Hersey got into Hiroshima and managed to report the truth
to the world. As Hersey and his editors prepared his article for publication, they
kept the story secret—even from most of their New Yorker colleagues. When the
magazine published “Hiroshima” in August 1946, it became an instant global
sensation, and inspired pervasive horror about the hellish new threat that America
had unleashed. Since 1945, no nuclear weapons have ever been deployed in war
partly because Hersey alerted the world to their true, devastating impact. This
knowledge has remained among the greatest deterrents to using them since the
end of World War II. Released on the 75th anniversary of the Hiroshima bombing,
Fallout is an engrossing detective story, as well as an important piece of hidden
history that shows how one heroic scoop saved—and can still save—the world.

Night
From 1998 through 2013, the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs sought to
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develop a casino in Cascade Locks, Oregon. This prompted objections from the
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde, who already operated a lucrative casino in
the region. Brook Colley�s in-depth case study unravels the history of this
disagreement and challenges the way conventional media characterizes intertribal
casino disputes in terms of corruption and greed. Instead, she locates these
conflicts within historical, social, and political contexts of colonization. Through
extensive interviews, Colley brings to the forefront Indigenous perspectives on
intertribal conflict related to tribal gaming. She reveals how casino economies
affect the relationship between gaming tribes and federal and state governments,
and the repercussions for the tribes themselves. Ultimately, Colley�s engaging
examination explores strategies for reconciliation and cooperation, emphasizing
narratives of resilience and tribal sovereignty.

Superbugs
Winner of the Labriola Center American Indian National Book Award Despite what
major media sources say, violence against Native women is not an epidemic. An
epidemic is biological and blameless. Violence against Native women is historical
and political, bounded by oppression and colonial violence. This book, like all of
Sarah Deer’s work, is aimed at engaging the problem head-on—and ending it. The
Beginning and End of Rape collects and expands the powerful writings in which
Deer, who played a crucial role in the reauthorization of the Violence Against
Women Act in 2013, has advocated for cultural and legal reforms to protect Native
women from endemic sexual violence and abuse. Deer provides a clear historical
overview of rape and sex trafficking in North America, paying particular attention
to the gendered legacy of colonialism in tribal nations—a truth largely overlooked
or minimized by Native and non-Native observers. She faces this legacy directly,
articulating strategies for Native communities and tribal nations seeking redress. In
a damning critique of federal law that has accommodated rape by destroying tribal
legal systems, she describes how tribal self-determination efforts of the twentyfirst century can be leveraged to eradicate violence against women. Her work
bridges the gap between Indian law and feminist thinking by explaining how
intersectional approaches are vital to addressing the rape of Native women.
Grounded in historical, cultural, and legal realities, both Native and non-Native,
these essays point to the possibility of actual and positive change in a world where
Native women are systematically undervalued, left unprotected, and hurt. Deer
draws on her extensive experiences in advocacy and activism to present specific,
practical recommendations and plans of action for making the world safer for all.

Fentanyl, Inc.
The pirate is the original enemy of humankind. As Cicero famously remarked, there
arecertain enemies with whom one may negotiate and with whom, circumstances
permitting, one mayestablish a truce. But there is also an enemy with whom
treaties are in vain and war remainsincessant. This is the pirate, considered by
ancient jurists considered to be "the enemy ofall."In this book, Daniel HellerRoazen reconstructs the shifting place of the pirate in legaland political thought
from the ancient to the medieval, modern, and contemporary periods
presentingthe philosophical genealogy of a remarkable antagonist. Today, HellerRoazen argues, the piratefurnishes the key to the contemporary paradigm of the
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universal foe. This is a legal and politicalperson of exception, neither criminal nor
enemy, who inhabits an extra-territorial region. Againstsuch a foe, states may
wage extraordinary battles, policing politics and justifying militarymeasures in the
name of welfare and security. Heller-Roazen defines the piracy in the conjunction
offour conditions: a region beyond territorial jurisdiction; agents who may not be
identified with anestablished state; the collapse of the distinction between criminal
and political categories; andthe transformation of the concept of war. The
paradigm of piracy remains in force today. Whenever wehear of regions outside
the rule of law in which acts of "indiscriminate aggression" havebeen committed
"against humanity," we must begin to recognize that these are acts ofpiracy. Often
considered part of the distant past, the enemy of all is closer to us today than
wemay think. Indeed, he may never have been closer.

Power and Progress on the Prairie
In 1933 the United States Office of Indian Affairs began a major reform of Indian
policy, organizing tribal governments under the provisions of the Indian
Reorganization Act and turning over the administration of reservations to these
new bodies. Organizing the Lakota considers the implementation of this act among
the Lakota (Western Sioux or Teton Dakota) from 1933 through 1945. Biolsi pays
particular attention to the administrative means by which the OIA retained the
power to design and implement tribal "self-government" as well as the power to
control the flow of critical resources—rations, relief employment, credit—to the
reservations. He also shows how this imbalance of power between the tribes and
the federal bureaucracy influenced politics on the reservations, and argues that
the crisis of authority faced by the Lakota tribal governments among their own
would-be constituents—most dramatically demonstrated by the 1973 Wounded
Knee occupation—is a direct result of their disempowerment by the United States.

Isaac's Storm
In December of 1938, a chemist in a German laboratory made a shocking
discovery: When placed next to radioactive material, a Uranium atom split in two.
That simple discovery launched a scientific race that spanned 3 continents. In
Great Britain and the United States, Soviet spies worked their way into the
scientific community; in Norway, a commando force slipped behind enemy lines to
attack German heavy-water manufacturing; and deep in the desert, one brilliant
group of scientists was hidden away at a remote site at Los Alamos. This is the
story of the plotting, the risk-taking, the deceit, and genius that created the world's
most formidable weapon. This is the story of the atomic bomb. Bomb is a 2012
National Book Awards finalist for Young People's Literature. Bomb is a 2012
Washington Post Best Kids Books of the Year title. Bomb is a 2013 Newbery Honor
book.

The Dead Hand
Offers a portrait of the overlapping construction of racial, ethnic, and sexual
identities in America Since pre-colonial days, America has been both torn apart and
united by love, sex, and marriage across racial boundaries. Whether motivated by
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violent conquest, economics, lust, or love, such unions have disturbed some of
America's most sacred beliefs and prejudices. Sex, Love, Race provides a historical
foundation for contemporary discussions of sex across racial lines, which, despite
the numbers of interracial marriages and multiracial children, remains a
controversial issue today. The first historical anthology to focus solely and widely
on the subject, Sex, Love, Race gathers new essays by both younger and wellknown scholars which probe why and how the specter of sex across racial
boundaries has so threatened Americans of all colors and classes. Traversing the
whole of American history, from liaisons among Indians, Europeans, and Africans to
twentieth-century social scientists' fascination with sex between "Orientals" and
whites, the essays cover a range of regions, races, ethnicities, and sexual
orientations. In so doing, Sex, Love, Race sketches a larger portrait of the
overlapping construction of racial, ethnic, and sexual identities in America.

Keeping Faith with the Constitution
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes that offer details on Kim
Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle Ho," and Cuba under Castro.

American Indian Sovereignty and Law
The most violent places in the world today are not at war. More people have died
in Mexico in recent years than in Iraq and Afghanistan combined. These parts of
the world are instead buckling under a maelstrom of gangs, organized crime,
political conflict, corruption, and state brutality. Such devastating violence can feel
hopeless, yet some places-from Colombia to the Republic of Georgia-have been
able to recover. In this powerfully argued and urgent book, Rachel Kleinfeld
examines why some democracies, including our own, are crippled by extreme
violence and how they can regain security. Drawing on fifteen years of study and
firsthand field research-interviewing generals, former guerrillas, activists,
politicians, mobsters, and law enforcement in countries around the world-Kleinfeld
tells the stories of societies that successfully fought seemingly ingrained violence
and offers penetrating conclusions about what must be done to build governments
that are able to protect the lives of their citizens. Taking on existing literature and
popular theories about war, crime, and foreign intervention, A Savage Order is a
blistering yet inspiring investigation into what makes some countries peaceful and
others war zones, and a blueprint for what we can do to help.

The Black Book of Communism
Native peoples of North America still face an uncertain future due to their unstable
political, legal, and economic positions. Views of their predicament continue to be
dominated by non-Indian writers. In response, a dozen Native American writers
here reclaim their rightful role as influential "voices" in debates about Native
communities. These scholars examine crucial issues of politics, law, and religion in
the context of ongoing Native American resistance to the dominant culture. They
particularly show how the writings of Vine Deloria, Jr., have shaped and challenged
American Indian scholarship in these areas since 1960s. They provide key insights
into Deloria's thought, while introducing some critical issues confronting Native
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nations. Collectively, these essays take up four important themes: indigenous
societies as the embodiment of cultures of resistance, legal resistance to western
oppression against indigenous nations, contemporary Native religious practices,
and Native intellectual challenges to academia. Essays address indigenous
perspectives on topics usually treated by non-Indians, such as role of women in
Indian society, the importance of sacred sites to American Indian religious identity,
and relationship of native language to indigenous autonomy. A closing essay by
Deloria, in vintage form, reminds Native Americans of their responsibilities and
obligations to one another and to past and future generations. This book argues for
renewed cultivation of a Native American Studies that is more Indian-centered.

The Mosquito
Honorable Mention: Labriola Center American Indian National Book Award In Roots
of Our Renewal, Clint Carroll tells how Cherokee people have developed material,
spiritual, and political ties with the lands they have inhabited since removal from
their homelands in the southeastern United States. Although the forced relocation
of the late 1830s had devastating consequences for Cherokee society, Carroll
shows that the reconstituted Cherokee Nation west of the Mississippi eventually
cultivated a special connection to the new land—a connection that is reflected in
its management of natural resources. Until now, scant attention has been paid to
the interplay between tribal natural resource management programs and
governance models. Carroll is particularly interested in indigenous environmental
governance along the continuum of resource-based and relationship-based
practices and relates how the Cherokee Nation, while protecting tribal lands, is also
incorporating associations with the nonhuman world. Carroll describes how the
work of an elders’ advisory group has been instrumental to this goal since its
formation in 2008. An enrolled citizen of the Cherokee Nation, Carroll draws from
his ethnographic observations of Cherokee government–community partnerships
during the past ten years. He argues that indigenous appropriations of modern
state forms can articulate alternative ways of interacting with and “governing” the
environment.

Deadliest Enemies
On a typical day in Bennett County, South Dakota, farmers and ranchers work their
fields and tend animals, merchants order inventory and stock shelves, teachers
plan and teach classes, health workers aid the infirm in the county hospital or
clinic, and women make quilts and heirlooms for their families or the county fair.
Life is usually unhurried, with time for chatting with neighbors and catching up on
gossip. But Bennett County is far from typical. Nearly a century ago the county was
carved out of Pine Ridge Reservation and opened to white settlers. Today Bennett
County sits awkwardly between the Pine Ridge and Rosebud Sioux Reservations,
with nearly one-third of its land classified as "Indian Country" and the rest
considered by many Pine Ridge Lakotas to still belong to the reservation. The
county is home to a dynamic population, divided by the residents into three
groups?"whites," "fullbloods," and "mixedbloods." Tensions between the three
groups lurk admid the quiet harmony of Bennett County's everyday rural life and
emerge in moments of community crisis. In a moving account, anthropologist
Paula L. Wagoner tells the story of Bennett County, using snapshots of community
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events and crises, past and present, to reveal the complexity of race relations and
identities there. A homecoming weekend at Bennett County High School becomes
a flashpoint for controversy because of the differences of meaning ascribed by the
county's three identity groups to the school's team name?the Warriors. At another
time, the shooting of a Lakota man by a local non-Indian rancher and the volatile
wake that follows demonstrate the impulse to racialize disputes that lies just
beneath the surface of everyday life. Yet such very real problems of identity have
not completely overwhelmed Bennett County. Wagoner also shows that despite
their differences, residents have managed to find common ground as a region of
"diverse insiders" who share an economic dependency on federal funds, distrust
outsiders, and, above all, deeply love their land.

Blood Politics
A history of the end of the arms race describes the Soviet Union's development of
an automatic retaliatory attack system, the United States's efforts to create spacebased missile defenses, and the struggle to prevent nuclear weapons from being
acquired by terrorists.

Circle of Goods
This Companion is comprised of 27 original contributions by leading scholars in the
field and summarizes the state of anthropological knowledge of Indian peoples, as
well as the history that got us to this point. Surveys the full range of American
Indian anthropology: from ecological and political-economic questions to topics
concerning religion, language, and expressive culture Each chapter provides
definitive coverage of its topic, as well as situating ethnographic and
ethnohistorical data into larger frameworks Explores anthropology’s contribution to
knowledge, its historic and ongoing complicities with colonialism, and its political
and ethical obligations toward the people 'studied'

Dismembered
A leading epidemiologist shares his "powerful and necessary" (Richard Preston,
author of The Hot Zone) stories from the front lines of our war on infectious
diseases and explains how to prepare for global epidemics -- featuring a new
preface on COVID-19. Unlike natural disasters, whose destruction is concentrated
in a limited area over a period of days, and illnesses, which have devastating
effects but are limited to individuals and their families, infectious disease has the
terrifying power to disrupt everyday life on a global scale, overwhelming public and
private resources and bringing trade and transportation to a grinding halt. In
today's world, it's easier than ever to move people, animals, and materials around
the planet, but the same advances that make modern infrastructure so efficient
have made epidemics and even pandemics nearly inevitable. And as outbreaks of
COVID-19, Ebola, MERS, and Zika have demonstrated, we are woefully
underprepared to deal with the fallout. So what can -- and must -- we do in order to
protect ourselves from mankind's deadliest enemy? Drawing on the latest medical
science, case studies, policy research, and hard-earned epidemiological lessons,
Deadliest Enemy explores the resources and programs we need to develop if we
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are to keep ourselves safe from infectious disease. The authors show how we could
wake up to a reality in which many antibiotics no longer cure, bioterror is a
certainty, and the threat of a disastrous influenza or coronavirus pandemic looms
ever larger. Only by understanding the challenges we face can we prevent the
unthinkable from becoming the inevitable. Deadliest Enemy is high scientific
drama, a chronicle of medical mystery and discovery, a reality check, and a
practical plan of action.

The Enemy of All
At the dawn of the twentieth century, a great confidence suffused America. Isaac
Cline was one of the era's new men, a scientist who believed he knew all there was
to know about the motion of clouds and the behavior of storms. The idea that a
hurricane could damage the city of Galveston, Texas, where he was based, was to
him preposterous, "an absurd delusion." It was 1900, a year when America felt
bigger and stronger than ever before. Nothing in nature could hobble the gleaming
city of Galveston, then a magical place that seemed destined to become the New
York of the Gulf. That August, a strange, prolonged heat wave gripped the nation
and killed scores of people in New York and Chicago. Odd things seemed to happen
everywhere: A plague of crickets engulfed Waco. The Bering Glacier began to
shrink. Rain fell on Galveston with greater intensity than anyone could remember.
Far away, in Africa, immense thunderstorms blossomed over the city of Dakar, and
great currents of wind converged. A wave of atmospheric turbulence slipped from
the coast of western Africa. Most such waves faded quickly. This one did not. In
Cuba, America's overconfidence was made all too obvious by the Weather Bureau's
obsession with controlling hurricane forecasts, even though Cuba's indigenous
weathermen had pioneered hurricane science. As the bureau's forecasters assured
the nation that all was calm in the Caribbean, Cuba's own weathermen fretted
about ominous signs in the sky. A curious stillness gripped Antigua. Only a few
unlucky sea captains discovered that the storm had achieved an intensity no man
alive had ever experienced. In Galveston, reassured by Cline's belief that no
hurricane could seriously damage the city, there was celebration. Children played
in the rising water. Hundreds of people gathered at the beach to marvel at the
fantastically tall waves and gorgeous pink sky, until the surf began ripping the
city's beloved beachfront apart. Within the next few hours Galveston would endure
a hurricane that to this day remains the nation's deadliest natural disaster. In
Galveston alone at least 6,000 people, possibly as many as 10,000, would lose
their lives, a number far greater than the combined death toll of the Johnstown
Flood and 1906 San Francisco Earthquake. And Isaac Cline would experience his
own unbearable loss. Meticulously researched and vividly written, Isaac's Storm is
based on Cline's own letters, telegrams, and reports, the testimony of scores of
survivors, and our latest understanding of the hows and whys of great storms.
Ultimately, however, it is the story of what can happen when human arrogance
meets nature's last great uncontrollable force. As such, Isaac's Storm carries a
warning for our time. From the Hardcover edition.

Get Well Soon
Gerald Sider explores the dynamics of the struggle for racial and ethnic identities
in the southern United States, focusing on the Lumbee Indians of North Carolina.
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He provides a history of American Indian concepts and visions of history and shows
how differing interpretations of history cause traditionally oppressed peoples to
continue their struggle.

A Companion to the Anthropology of American Indians
"Blood Politics offers an anthropological analysis of contemporary identity politics
within the second largest Indian tribe in the United States--one that pays particular
attention to the symbol of "blood." The work treats an extremely sensitive topic
with originality and insight. It is also notable for bringing contemporary theories of
race, nationalism, and social identity to bear upon the case of the Oklahoma
Cherokee."—Pauline Turner Strong, author of Captive Selves, Captivating Others:
The Politics and Poetics of Colonial American Captivity Narratives

Spirits of the Rockies
What is fascism? By focusing on the concrete: what the fascists did, rather than
what they said, the esteemed historian Robert O. Paxton answers this question for
the first time. From the first violent uniformed bands beating up “enemies of the
state,” through Mussolini’s rise to power, to Germany’s fascist radicalization in
World War II, Paxton shows clearly why fascists came to power in some countries
and not others, and explores whether fascism could exist outside the earlytwentieth-century European setting in which it emerged. "A deeply intelligent and
very readable book. . . . Historical analysis at its best." –The Economist The
Anatomy of Fascism will have a lasting impact on our understanding of modern
European history, just as Paxton’s classic Vichy France redefined our vision of
World War II. Based on a lifetime of research, this compelling and important book
transforms our knowledge of fascism–“the major political innovation of the
twentieth century, and the source of much of its pain.”

Legacy of Violence
In 1969 Vine Deloria, Jr., in his controversial book Custer Died for Your Sins,
criticized the anthropological community for its impersonal dissection of living
Native American cultures. Twenty-five years later, anthropologists have become
more sensitive to Native American concerns, and Indian people have become more
active in fighting for accurate representations of their cultures. In this collection of
essays, Indian and non-Indian scholars examine how the relationship between
anthropology and Indians has changed over that quarter-century and show how
controversial this issue remains. Practitioners of cultural anthropology,
archaeology, education, and history provide multiple lenses through which to view
how Deloria's message has been interpreted or misinterpreted. Among the
contributions are comments on Deloria's criticisms, thoughts on the reburial issue,
and views on the ethnographic study of specific peoples. A final contribution by
Deloria himself puts the issue of anthropologist/Indian interaction in the context of
the century's end. CONTENTS Introduction: What's Changed, What Hasn't, Thomas
Biolsi & Larry J. Zimmerman Part One--Deloria Writes Back Vine Deloria, Jr., in
American Historiography, Herbert T. Hoover Growing Up on Deloria: The Impact of
His Work on a New Generation of Anthropologists, Elizabeth S. Grobsmith
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Educating an Anthro: The Influence of Vine Deloria, Jr., Murray L. Wax Part
Two--Archaeology and American Indians Why Have Archaeologists Thought That
the Real Indians Were Dead and What Can We Do about It?, Randall H. McGuire
Anthropology and Responses to the Reburial Issue, Larry J. Zimmerman Part ThreeEthnography and Colonialism Here Come the Anthros, Cecil King Beyond Ethics:
Science, Friendship and Privacy, Marilyn Bentz The Anthropological Construction of
Indians: Haviland Scudder Mekeel and the Search for the Primitive in Lakota
Country, Thomas Biolsi Informant as Critic: Conducting Research on a Dispute
between Iroquoianist Scholars and Traditional Iroquois, Gail Landsman The End of
Anthropology (at Hopi)?, Peter Whiteley Conclusion: Anthros, Indians and Planetary
Reality, Vine Deloria, Jr.

A Savage Order
Thomas Biolsi's study traces the origins of racial tension between Native Americans
and whites to federal laws themselves, showing how the courts have created
opposing political interests along race lines.".

Religion, Race, Rights
The first comprehensive history of lynchings and state-sanctioned executions in
Minnesota. Minnesota is one of only twelve states that does not allow the death
penalty, but that was not always the case. In fact, until 1911 executions in the
state were legal and frequently carried out. In Legacy of Violence, John D. Bessler
takes us on a compelling journey through the history of lynchings and statesanctioned executions that dramatically shaped Minnesota's past. Through
personal accounts of those involved with the events, Bessler traces the history of
both famous and lesser-known executions and lynchings in Minnesota, the state's
anti-death penalty and anti-lynching movements, and the role of the media in the
death penalty debate. Bessler reveals Abraham Lincoln's thoughts as he ordered
the largest mass execution in U.S. history of thirty-eight Indians in Mankato after
the Dakota Conflict of 1862. He recounts the events surrounding the death of Ann
Bilansky, the only woman ever executed in Minnesota, and the infamous botched
hanging of William Williams, which led to renewed calls for the abolition of capital
punishment. He tells the story of the 1920 lynching in Duluth of three AfricanAmerican circus workers--wrongfully accused of rape--and the anti-lynching
crusade that followed. The significant role that Minnesota played in America's
transformation to private, after-dark executions is presented in the discussion of
the "midnight assassination law." Bessler's account is made more timely by the
thirty-five hundred people on death row in America today--more than at any other
time in our nation's history. Is Minnesota's current approach superior to that of
states that have capitalpunishment? Bessler looks at Minnesota history to ask
whether the application of the death penalty can truly solve the problem of
violence in America.

Drinking and Sobriety Among the Lakota Sioux
While the number of federally recognized Native nations in the United States are
increasing, the population figures for existing tribal nations are declining. This
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depopulation is not being perpetrated by the federal government, but by Native
governments that are banishing, denying, or disenrolling Native citizens at an
unprecedented rate. Since the 1990s, tribal belonging has become more of a
privilege than a sacred right. Political and legal dismemberment has become a
national phenomenon with nearly eighty Native nations, in at least twenty states,
terminating the rights of indigenous citizens. The first comprehensive examination
of the origins and significance of tribal disenrollment, Dismembered examines this
disturbing trend, which often leaves the disenrolled tribal members with no
recourse or appeal. At the center of the issue is how Native nations are defined
today and who has the fundamental rights to belong. By looking at hundreds of
tribal constitutions and talking with both disenrolled members and tribal officials,
the authors demonstrate the damage this practice is having across Indian Country
and ways to address the problem.

Deadliest Enemy
An electrifying memoir of one woman's extraordinary effort to save her husband's
life-and the discovery of a forgotten cure that has the potential to save millions
more. "A memoir that reads like a thriller." -New York Times Book Review "A
fascinating and terrifying peek into the devastating outcomes of antibiotic misuseand what happens when standard health care falls short." -Scientific American
Epidemiologist Steffanie Strathdee and her husband, psychologist Tom Patterson,
were vacationing in Egypt when Tom came down with a stomach bug. What at first
seemed like a case of food poisoning quickly turned critical, and by the time Tom
had been transferred via emergency medevac to the world-class medical center at
UC San Diego, where both he and Steffanie worked, blood work revealed why
modern medicine was failing: Tom was fighting one of the most dangerous,
antibiotic-resistant bacteria in the world. Frantic, Steffanie combed through
research old and new and came across phage therapy: the idea that the right
virus, aka "the perfect predator," can kill even the most lethal bacteria. Phage
treatment had fallen out of favor almost 100 years ago, after antibiotic use went
mainstream. Now, with time running out, Steffanie appealed to phage researchers
all over the world for help. She found allies at the FDA, researchers from Texas
A&M, and a clandestine Navy biomedical center -- and together they resurrected a
forgotten cure. A nail-biting medical mystery, The Perfect Predator is a story of
love and survival against all odds, and the (re)discovery of a powerful new weapon
in the global superbug crisis.

Native Voices
A provocative analysis of what "sovereignty" means to indigenous nations,
challenging commonly held conceptions about the relationship between
sovereignty and economic development.

Power in the Telling
A deeply human story, Fentanyl, Inc. is the first deep-dive investigation of a
hazardous and illicit industry that has created a worldwide epidemic, ravaging
communities and overwhelming and confounding government agencies that are
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challenged to combat it. “A whole new crop of chemicals is radically changing the
recreational drug landscape,” writes Ben Westhoff. “These are known as Novel
Psychoactive Substances (NPS) and they include replacements for known drugs
like heroin, cocaine, ecstasy, and marijuana. They are synthetic, made in a
laboratory, and are much more potent than traditional drugs”—and all-too-often
tragically lethal. Drugs like fentanyl, K2, and Spice—and those with arcane
acronyms like 25i-NBOMe— were all originally conceived in legitimate laboratories
for proper scientific and medicinal purposes. Their formulas were then hijacked and
manufactured by rogue chemists, largely in China, who change their molecular
structures to stay ahead of the law, making the drugs’ effects impossible to
predict. Westhoff has infiltrated this shadowy world. He tracks down the littleknown scientists who invented these drugs and inadvertently killed thousands, as
well as a mysterious drug baron who turned the law upside down in his home
country of New Zealand. Westhoff visits the shady factories in China from which
these drugs emanate, providing startling and original reporting on how China’s
vast chemical industry operates, and how the Chinese government subsidizes it.
Poignantly, he chronicles the lives of addicted users and dealers, families of
victims, law enforcement officers, and underground drug awareness organizers in
the U.S. and Europe. Together they represent the shocking and riveting full
anatomy of a calamity we are just beginning to understand. From its depths, as
Westhoff relates, are emerging new strategies that may provide essential longterm solutions to the drug crisis that has affected so many.

Lumbee Indian Histories
The book highlights the interconnections between three framing concepts in the
development of modern western law: religion, race, and rights. The author
challenges the assumption that law is an objective, rational and secular enterprise
by showing that the rule of law is historically grounded and linked to the
particularities of Christian morality, the forces of capitalism dependent upon
exploitation of minorities, and specific conceptions of individualism that surfaced
with the Reformation in the sixteenth century and rapidly developed in the
Enlightenment in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Drawing upon
landmark legal decisions and historical events, the book emphasises that justice is
not blind because our concept of justice changes over time and is linked to
economic power, social values, and moral sensibilities that are neither universal
nor apolitical. Highlighting the historical interconnections between religion, race
and rights aids our understanding of contemporary socio-legal issues. In the twentyfirst century, the economic might of the USA and the west often leads to a myopic
vision of law and a belief in its universal application. This ignores the cultural
specificity of western legal concepts, and prevents us from appreciating that,
analogous to previous colonial periods, in a global political economy AngloAmerican law is not always transportable, transferable, or translatable across
political landscapes and religious communities.

The Beginning and End of Rape
Following the Second World War, liberal nation-states sought to address injustices
of the past. Canada's government began to consider its own implication in various
past wrongs, and in the late twentieth century it began to implement reparative
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justice initiatives for historically marginalized people. Yet despite this shift, there
are more Indigenous and racialized people in Canadian prisons now than at any
other time in history. Carmela Murdocca examines this disconnect between the
political motivations for amending historical injustices and the vastly
disproportionate reality of the penal system a troubling contradiction that is often
ignored.
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